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APPROXIMATION AND BESOV SPACES ON STRATIFIED GROUPS

SA VERIO GIULINI

Abstract. This paper treats analogues of the classical Bernstein and Jackson

theorems in the nonclassical context of the stratified groups. Besov spaces on

stratified groups are characterized by their approximation theoretic properties.

Let G be a stratified group. If J5?= -IZ"=0X2 is the sublaplacian of G and

o^= /0+0° X dE(X) is its spectral resolution, we define Jip(h) = {/6Lf: E(X)f = /

if X > h2} (1 < p < + oo, h G [0, 4- oo)). This class of functions in G plays a role

analogous to entire functions of exponential type in R". In fact we prove Jackson's

theorem about the best approximation Ep(f,h) = Infge^ (h)\\f ~ S\\P OI an Lp

function by means of functions in J( (h). Moreover, Bernstein's theorem holds for

the class Jtp(h) in a slightly modified form. §3 is devoted to the proofs of these

theorems after some preliminary properties on moduli of smoothness which are

proved in §2. Finally, in §4 we give a characterization of the functions of the Besov

space Bp  (G) by the behavior of the best approximations Ep(h,f).

We are happy to thank Giancarlo Mauceri for some helpful observations and

suggestions. We are also indebted to the referee who brought Saka's paper [10] to

our attention.

1. The real finite dimensional Lie algebra g is called stratified if g = 2Zk={^k as a

vector space, where Vx generates g as an algebra, [iri,irk\ = *P"k+\ (k = \,...,m

— 1) and [~yi,ym] = 0. We can define in g a natural family of dilations

(m \ m

¿ZXk\=LrkXk        (Xk<=rk,r>0).
k=l        I        k=\

A stratified group is a connected, simply connected, nilpotent Lie group G whose

Lie algebra g is stratified. Then the exponential map is a diffeomorphism of g onto

G, and we can transfer, via the exponential map, the dilations 8r to G. We can define

on G a homogeneous norm; i.e., a function x l~» \x\ from G to [0, + oo), which is #°°

on G — {e} and satisfies (a) ¡jc_1| = |x|, (b) \Srx\ = r\x\, and (c) |jc| = 0 if and only

if x = e, the origin of G. The number Q p= T.k = xk dim>^A is called the homogeneous

dimension of G, and we define

/<,) = '-ß/°«V,       (r>0).
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We fix a basis XX,...,XS for g and suppose that Xx.Xn is a basis for "Tx. The

first order differential operators

Xkf(x)=^r      f(xexp(tXk))        (/G^1),
at ,_o

corresponding to the element Xk g Vj (k = 1,..., s; j' = 1,..., m), are homoge-

neous of degree /' with respect to the dilations 8r:

(1) **/<,) = >-J(XJ\ry

We denote by 3>s the set of all the differential monomials

X£ ■■■ Xj",

where /',,...,ik are nonnegative integers such that ix + ■ ■ ■ +ik = s and jx,..., jk

G (1,...,«}. The set 3)s spans the vector space of left invariant differential

operators which have homogeneous degree s. The sublaplacian of G is the left

invariant differential operator, homogeneous of degree 2, J5?= -Y."k = xXk. We remark

that the operators Xk are formally skew-adjoint. Moreover,

(2) Xk(f*g)=f*(Xkg),       f, g e V»(G).

The image under the exponential map of Lebesgue measure on g is a (bi-invariant)

Haar measure dx on G. We have d(Srx) = rQdx.

2. Let / be a locally integrable function. For every integer N we define

aï/00- £(-0*+y(*)f(y¥)    (*.>*<?).

If h G R+ and JV g N, we define the Nth modulus of smoothness

»w(A,/)-«w(A,L',/)- suplA^/t       (l</»< oo).
|jc|<A

Moduli of smoothness in the Heisenberg group Hn were studied by I. R. Inglis [6]

and by the author [5], and by P. M. Soardi [11,12] in the nonisotropic R" and in the

general homogeneous group.

We denote by Lf the space of all functions / such that / and its distributional

derivatives Df(De2k,k^s) all belong to L". We define \\f(s)\\p = LDe3)\Df\\p;

(¿N(h, /(s)) has an analogous meaning. From now on || ■ || shall denote || • || , unless

otherwise stated.

Proposition 1. Let N be a positive integer. There exists a constant C such that

|-^g|M*iV">||
for every g in L£ (1 < p < go).

Proof. There exists an integer M such that every x g G can be written x = xx

■■■ xM, where Xj = expXU) with XU) g Vx and \x/\ < C\x\ (see [4, 1.40]). Then

we have

A/-1

k = \
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Obviously

g{yOj(xx ■ ■ ■ xk)) - g{y8j(xi ■ ■ ■ xk_x))

= iojAy8^Xx ■■■ xk~i)^tX^)dt

= V X<k>g(y8j(xx ■■■ xk_x)txptX^)dt.

If we set  X(k) = \Z"r=lc{rk)Xr, where \c(rk)\ < |expXik)\ < C7|jc| (k = l,...,M;r =

l,...,n),

Al...Xkg(y)-A»x¡...Xtig(y)

= tcrk)f ¿Z(-iy{Ni)jKg{y8j(xi---xk_1)expjtx^)dt
r~\ J0    y = l W /

= tc(rk)f ^.l.Xt_¡explX^Xrg(y)dt.
r= 1 0

There exists a constant y such that \xx ■■■ xkexptX(k)\ < y\x\ (k = 1,...,M).

Since «(■, g) is an increasing function, we obtain

\\àNXl...Xkg-àNXl...Xlt_lg\\<c\x\t«>N-i{y\x\,xrg)

r=l

= c\x\<¿N-i(y\x\>ga))-

We can estimate ||A^ g(y)\\ in a similar way since

Ks(y)-Ly)J+1(Nj){g(y8j(xi))-g(y)).

Hence

\\ANxg\\^C\x\œN_x{y\x\,g^).

By iteration we get

(3) \\àNxgj<CkY«k-1)/2\x\kaff_k(yk\x\,gW)       (0 < k < N)

*C'\x\"Uml
Corollary 1. Let N be an integer. There exist two constants C, and C2 such that

(A) Cx<cN(h,f)<  Inf (||/-g«+Alg(i'>[|)<C2^(A,/)

for every f G Lp (1 < p < oo) and h > 0.

Proof. For the right side of (4) we can repeat verbatim the proof of the

corresponding inequality in Hn [5, Lemma 2] or in nonisotropic R" [11, Theorem 4].

On the other hand,

||A^/||<||AÍ(/-g)||-r||A^g||<2l/-g|| + ||Aíg|.

The assertion follows by Proposition 1.
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Corollary 2. Let N be a positive integer. There exists a constant C such that

u>N(Xh,f)<C(l+XN)ccN(h,f)

for every X and h > 0 andf ei'.

Corollary 3. Let N and k be two integers such that N > k > 0. There exists a

constant C such that

\\\No\\ < r\ ylA,i      (I vl o<-k)\\\axS\\ % M*|  uN-k\\X\>g      )

for every g G Lk.

Proof. The proof follows by (3) and Corollary 2.

3. Let JS?= /0+oc XdE(X) be the spectral resolution of the subLaplacian. If $ is a

bounded Borel function on R+, we define the bounded operator on L2,

Jf + CC
<¡>(X)dE(X).

o

By the Schwartz kernel theorem 4>(^C) has a tempered distribution kernel K such

that d>(£?)f = f*K for every /G^(G), the Schwartz space of G. The kernel

distribution of the operator 4>(t£C) = /0+0° <¡>(tX)dE(X) is

/r(V7)(x) = re/2ir(srI/2x)

(see [4, 6.29]).

In a recent work G. Mauceri [8] proved, among other things, the following result,

which is a consequence of Lemma 6.36 in [4].

Theorem (G. Mauceri [8, Proposition 2.7]). Let </> be the restriction to R+ of a

function in the Schwartz space ¿^(R). Then the kernel K of the operator 4>(-^) is in the

Schwartz space £f(G).

Definition. Let h be a positive number. We denote by Jtp(h) (1 < p < oo) the

space of all the functions /ei' such that

E(X)f = f   ifX>h2.

The class Jt (h) plays in G the same role as that of trigonometric polynomials of

degree less than h in T" or that of the entire functions of exponential type h in R".

The following theorems are the versions of classical Bernstein and Jackson theorems

for stratified groups.

Bernstein's Theorem. Let D be a left invariant differential operator homogeneous

of degree s. There exists a constant C = C(D) such that \\Dg\\ < C/V||g|| for every

g^Jip(h).

Proof. Let <#> g ^°°(R + ) such that <f>(|) = 1 if £ g [0,1]. If g^J(p(h), then

(p(h'2^C)g = <p(h2£t°)E(h2)g = g. Therefore if K is the kernel of the operator

<í>(i?), then g = g* K(X/h) is a tf00 function. By (1) and (2) we obtain

\\Dg\\ = \\g*D{Ka/h)) I = hs\\g*(DK){1/h)\\ < CA*||g||.
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Remark. If we consider G = Hn, the Heisenberg group, the left invariant vector

fields Zj and Z] behave, in terms of the Fourier transform, as weighted shifts. As a

consequence it is easy to prove that C(Zj) -* oo if i -* oo (for details see [5, remark

after Theorem 2]).

Jackson's Theorem. Let N be a positive integer. For every function f & Lp and

every positive integer h, there exists a function gh G Ji(h) such that

\\f-ghHC(N)oN(l/h,f),

where C(N) is a constant which depends only on N.

Proof. Let 4> g <^(00(R+) be a function such that suppoi c [0,1] and <j>(0) = 1.

The corresponding operator <j>(^') has a Schwartz kernel such that fG K(x)dx = 1

(it follows by the spectral theorem and 1.20 of [4]). Let

//=|(-ir^)/w

Now if 8 is the Dirac measure supported at e,

E(X)H=£y)^(N.)E(X)^f<?y = H

if  X > h2.  Hence,  H^Mp(h) and  ¡c H(x)dx = (-l)N+l. We set  gh=f*H.

Hence,

(5)    gh(x) -f(x) - / {f(xy-x) +{-l)Nf(x)) E (-l)N+JKu/h)(y)[N) dv

= j K(v)t(-l)N+Jf{x8j/hv-x)(N.)dv

= fGK(v)àS/hirlf(x)dv.

The assertion follows by Corollary 2:

\\gh-f\\<C(N)oN(l,f)fGK(v)(l+\»\N)dv.

4. Besov spaces in stratified groups were widely studied by K. Saka in [10].

Following Stein's approach, Saka defines these spaces by using the heat semigroup.

For our purpose it is worthwhile to provide a different definition of Besov spaces.

However a comparison between Theorems 12 of [10] and Proposition 4 below reveals

that the spaces A (a, p, q) defined by Saka coincide with our spaces Bp . We recall

that the case of the Lipschitz spaces (q = oo) in stratified groups have been studied

in great detail by S. G. Krantz in [7] (see also [3]).
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Let <i>

set

3(R+) such that suppc/> c [\,4] and L^.^ß'2^) = 1 if £ > 0. We

*o(i)

o
E <¡>{2-2kt)   if*>0,

k = -oc

1 if £ = 0

and

<f>,(£) = <i»(2-2^),       fc-1,2,....

Obviously suppf>0 = [0,4] and <t>0(£) = 1 if £ g [0,1]. Since the kernel of <¡>k(á?) is

K{2k) (K is the Schwartz kernel of <b(^)), there exists a constant C, which does not

depend on k, such that for every /ei',

(6) |+*W/||<C||/|,

(7) /- LtjWf
7 = 0

<c||/|

(for the last inequality we observe that

1- £♦/«)" I ♦G"***0*) - 1 -+b(2-*€) .
7=0 /=1 /

Definition. Let î be a nonnegative real number and 1 < q < oo. The Besov

space B*   consists of all the functions / g Lp such that

/ii,,:,.„=ii*o(-?)/ii,+ i, (2'khkwf\\Py\ <^

1/9

/t=l

(obvious modification if q = oo).

We consider the operator J2"/2 = /0°° Xs/1 dE(X). Folland defined in [2] the

Sobolev space Hp in a stratified group as the space of all the functions /eL' such

that

l!/ll(w) = ll/l|p+||^f/2/L<oo.
The inclusion relationships between the spaces Bp   and Hp are a consequence of the

following lemma.

0).
Lemma. Let f g Lp. Then \\^es/2^k(Se)f\\ < C2sk\\<!?k(<£)f\\ (k = 0,1,... ; s >

i.

Proof. Let K' be the Schwartz kernel of jS?i/2<f>(.§?). We note that if k > 1, then

„£"/2<í>,(.á?) = 2** /    (2"2*X)f/2<i>(2-2*X) dE(X),

and then the kernel of the operator áCs/2<pk(SC) is 2ksK?2k). Hence,

\<e"*$k{se)f\
i   i

Cfs/l E <>k-j(&)4>k(&)\f
W = -i /

<   E 2<k-»%(&)f*K¿)\\*íC2k>\\<lrk{<?)fl
y—i
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If k = 0 the same proof works, provided that we observe that the kernel of the

operator Sfs/24>0(¿?) is an Ü function and that 4>0(<^) = (^0(<SC) + ^(SC))^^).

It follows that

Hence BpX c Hp c B*. Moreover, we can prove that Bp coincides with the

interpolation space (Hp°, Hpl)B , where 0 < 6 < 1 and s = (1 - 8)s0 + 8sx (for the

details of the proof, adapt [1, Theorem 6.24]). These results are already contained in

Saka's paper [10, Theorem 20 and §6].

Let Ep(h,f) be the best approximation of a given function / g Lp by means of

functions of the space Jt'(h); i.e.,

E(h,f)=     Inf
ge^T (A)

/I

We give a characterization of Bs    in terms of the best approximation Ep(h,f) (see

also [13, Theorem 2.5.4 when G = R" (isotropic)]).

Proposition 2. There exist constants Cx and C2 such that

1/1

Qll/I

for every /g B*

U.p-1) <II/IIP+    E 2ks"E(2k,f) "\      <C2||/||(,.,.
A=0

.?)

Proof. By Jackson's theorem we have E (\,f) < C||/||. Moreover, the function

£*:&,(:?)/€UT,(2*); hence,

Ep{2k,f)<
7 = 0

< E bjWf\
J = k

It follows by the Minkowski inequality that

1/9 00/00

E2^£„(2*,yy        <2^E     E 2*i*,+4(Jg?)/
1/9

1/1

k=l I j=0\k=0

<2'f 2-W l^l^iO/l
y_0 U = 0

On the other hand, if ^ e Jip(2k~x), k = 1,2,..., then

**(#)*-^(jS?)^*"1)* - 0.

Then

(8) ||**(*)/|HM*)(/-*)ll<Cl|/-*||<CE,(2*-1,/)
where C does not depend on k (see (6)).

Proposition 3. Let s be a nonnegative real number, and let k and r be two integers

such that k > s — r > 0. Then for every D G S¡r there exists a constant C such that

for every f G B

■q(s-r)-l
wk{t,Df)qdt

1/1

< c
1/9

E2/"£,(2',/)'|      +11/1
1 = 0
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Proof. This proof is a simple adaptation of the proof in §5.6 in [9]. Since

<pj(£P)f &J(p(2j+l) for every /g Lp, it follows by the Bernstein theorem and (8)

that

(10) \\DcJj(J?)f\\<2^+l)%(J?)f\\*iC2JrEp(V-x,f),        7 = 1,2,....

If / g Bp    by Proposition 2 and the Holder inequality we obtain

OO /    00 \1/1' I    oo \l/l

E 2jrEp(V,f) <     E I*'-*] E 2^Ep(V,fY\      < oo.
7 = 0 \/'-0 / \7 = 0 /

Hence Df exists (in a distributional sense), and Df = Ey^0D(pj(£C)f in Lp. Corollary

3 (with N = k) and the Bernstein theorem give

(11) ||A^(^)/||<Cmin(2^,|x|'t2^-^)||^(^)/||.

We observe that

/'•'n
■q(s-r) xUk(t,Dfydt <C E 2«<'-'>%(2-",/)'

7V = 0

N = 0

<C'£ 2<(>-r)N\ E2-'>min(l,2*W-JV))|*,.(jSf')/||

The inequalities (see [9, p. 221])

/   N       \1 oo

17 = 0     / 7 = 0/V-0

and

00 I     00 \ 1 00

E *h E a,-   < c e «^
/V = 0 \y-#     / 7 = 0

(where a > 1 and 6 > 0) allow us to obtain

i \

(12) E 2'""-'-*'   E2^r+Í<í»7(^)/|||  ,
N = 0 \7=0

00 /      00

(13) E 2«<-H  E 2'>||^.(J2?)/
/V = 0 W = /V

Finally by (12), (13) and (8) we have

<cE2'i*/js?)/ir
7 = 0

/

(14)     [jx r«-»-\>k{t,Df)
1/9 /

"dt\     <c E 2^||^.(JSP)/1
\7 = 0

1/9

*q||/|| + ( ¿ZEp(V,fY
7 = 0

1/9 \
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Moreover, it follows by (10) that

/•OO n   /-OO

/     t-qU~r)-xuk(t,Df)"dt^ C\\Df\\  /   t-i(s-r)-xdt

<C

1/9 \

7 = 0

+    \Z2^Ep(V,fY

Proposition 4. Let s be a nonnegative real number, and let k and r be integers such

that k > s — r > 0. The norms

1/9(/•OO

jf   r«-»-\»k(t,fi'>y*

Jf t°«-%(t,f)
,1/9

"dt

are equivalent to the norm ||/||(Si/>i9).

Proof.  It follows by the previous propositions that it is enough to prove

ll/ll(..) < Cll/llj,). By (5) and Corollaries 2 and 3 we obtain

£,(«,/)</ \K(v)\\\tiNs    ,f\dvjg m    i/-      n

<o-'/c|j:(o)||o|V,(Jf./w)*

< a-^_r(l,/w)/c |i(0)||0r(i +|0|)w-'a.

Hence,

/•OO /«OO /I \

/   t">'%{t,f)qdt^cj   /<'-'*-H-r(7>/<,))<*-
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